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Abstract: A smart water network consists of a large number of devices that measure a wide range of
parameters present in distribution networks in an automatic and continuous way. Among these data,
you can find the flow, pressure, or totalizer measurements that, when processed with appropriate
algorithms, allow for leakage detection at an early stage. These algorithms are mainly based on water
demand forecasting. Different approaches for the prediction of water demand are available in the
literature. Although they present successful results at different levels, they have two main drawbacks:
the inclusion of several seasonalities is quite cumbersome, and the fitting horizons are not very
large. With the aim of solving these problems, we present the application of pattern similarity-based
techniques to the water demand forecasting problem. The use of these techniques removes the need
to determine the annual seasonality and, at the same time, extends the horizon of prediction to 24 h.
The algorithm has been tested in the context of a real project for the detection and location of leaks
at an early stage by means of demand forecasting, and good results were obtained, which are also
presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction

The management of water distribution networks is not an easy task. In Europe, there are more
than 3.5 million kilometers of pipes [1]. In the United States, each day, more than 42 billion Litres of
water are lost from sources by community water utilities [2]. It is estimated that the amount of water in
the world that is lost or unaccounted for is typically higher than 30 percent of the global production [3].
Water loss may be due to different reasons, e.g., leakage, metering errors, or fraud, leakage usually
being the major cause.

Recently, a wide variety of technologies has been deployed that have the potential to change the
paradigm of the management of water distribution networks, turning them into smart water networks
(SWN). An SWN consists of a large number of devices that measure a wide range of parameters
present in distribution networks in an automatic and continuous way. Among these data, you can
find flow, pressure, or totalizer measurements that, when processed with the appropriate algorithms,
allow for the detection of leakages at an early stage. These algorithms are mainly based on water
demand forecasting.
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In the literature, we find different techniques to cope with the problem of predicting water
demand. They successfully solve the problem at different levels; however, they present two drawbacks:
(i) the incorporation of different seasonalities is quite unwieldy; and (ii) not very large fitting horizons.

In this work, we apply a pattern similarity-based algorithm [4–6] to the water demand forecasting
problem in order to remove the need for determining annual seasonality and extending the prediction
to 24 h.

The algorithm was tested in the context of a bigger project. This project set out to demonstrate
the benefits offered by an SWN in its ability to respond to several challenges, one of them being
the detection and location of leaks at an early stage by means of demand forecasting. Moreover,
model-driven development [7,8] techniques were applied to generate a great part of the software code
that implements the systems for accessing the results obtained automatically.

One of the demonstration sites of the project was a mid-sized city (with a population of around
175,000 people) in Spain, where the algorithm was tested in three different scenarios. These scenarios
were chosen based on different profiles: (a) an industrial estate in the outskirts of the city where there
are almost no domestic end-users of the water supply; (b) a neighborhood in the center of the city with
high buildings where there are thousands of families, so the density of end-users is very high; and (c)
a suburb zone where most homes are either low-rise buildings or single-family homes, so the density
of users is very low. Moreover, in this last scenario, many of those single-family homes have private
backyards, which is very relevant to the water usage pattern.

Several authors have considered time horizons of 24 h or more. However, to our knowledge,
in most cases, the usual measurement frequency has been 24 measurements/day. Only in a few cases
were higher frequencies considered, and they were at most 15 min. In our case, although the time
horizon is short (24 h), the frequency is very high. With a one-minute frequency, we found that neural
network approaches were unfeasible, and even more classic methods such as ARIMA and dynamic
harmonic regression were too expensive (computationally). The method we present deals with the
problem of forecasting with a 24 h horizon and, at the same time, forecasting the next 1440 values of
the series (thus, using a one-minute frequency).

To determine the performance of the approach, the following Goodness of Fit (GoF) parameters
were considered: MAPE (Mean Average Percentage Error), RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error), and FOB
(Fraction Out of Bounds). The results obtained are satisfactory and endorse the contributions provided
by this work, which are: (a) there is no need to estimate the annual seasonality; (b) the algorithm is easy
to implement, and it is not very time consuming; (c) as the historical record increases, the performance
of the algorithm will improve; and (d) the method is robust enough to deal with minor data issues
(small segments of missing data). This keeps the algorithm from making false alarms.

Before describing our approach, we briefly review previous work on water demand forecasting.

Related Work

Several approaches may be found in the literature to deal with the problem of water demand
prediction. In [9], the authors presented a survey about urban water demand forecasting where they
analyzed the approaches published between 2000 and 2010. Their main goal was to identify the models
and techniques that were better positioned for particular problems related to water decision-making.
In this section, we focus on reviewing the most relevant methods published since 2010 to date (to the
best of our knowledge).

The work in [10] presented a comparison of the accuracy provided by different multi-step
ahead models for daily water demand prediction based on both individual and combined univariate
time series. It provided implementations of the Holt–Winter Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA), as well as the Generalized Auto-Regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity
(GARCH) models with the aim of testing the impact of two seasonal effects on data variability.
Concretely, the author tested a within-week cycle of seven days and a within-year cycle of 365 days.
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The results obtained evidenced the utility of combining optimal forecast approaches, mainly in
short-term predictions.

In [11], the authors dealt with the prediction of water demand in a southeastern Spanish city,
concretely in an urban area. They identified support vector regression techniques as the most accurate
based on the results obtained. They also observed that the next models with better results were
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS), Projection Pursuit Regression (PPR), and Random
Forest (RF).

Adamowski and Karapataki [12] compared the results obtained by three different multilayer
perceptron Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) with those obtained by a multiple linear regression
method for weekly water demand forecasting. The three ANNs used different learning algorithms:
Resilient back-Propagation (RP), Levenberg–Marquardt (LM), and Conjugate Gradient Powell–Beale
(CGPB). They observed that LM-ANNs provided better results than CGPB- and RP-ANNs.

Similarly, the work in [13] also employed ANNs in the forecasting of water demand for
Araraquara, in the city of São Paulo, in Brazil. The authors tried to identify the model that fit
better by using hourly consumption data. In particular, the models used were: a Multilayer Perceptron
with Back-Propagation algorithm (MLP-BP), a Dynamic Neural Network (DAN2), and two hybrid
ANNs. They claimed that DAN2 provided better results than the MLP-BP model. These hybrid neural
network models associate the Fourier series with the ANN. This association consists of modeling by
ANN the residuals of the Fourier series forecast. The joint ANN MLP-BP and Fourier series model is
termed ANN-H, and the joint DAN2 and Fourier series model is called DAN2-H.

Adamowski et al. [14] presented the utilization of coupled Wavelet-neural network models
(WA-ANNs) for predicting water demand in an urban area of Montreal, Canada. Additionally,
the authors focused on the summer months. Two different methods were combined for developing
the models, discrete wavelet transforms and artificial neural networks. The authors decomposed the
water series into a set of component series that provided most of the useful information. Based on this
decomposition, most of the noise was removed from the series, so that quasi-periodic and periodic
signals could be extracted from the series.

A prediction for the following 48-h water demand with 15-min time steps was described in [15].
The approach is based only on previous water demand and static calendar data so that the model
used may be easily implemented without the need for weather input, like the work presented here.
Additionally, the 15-min time steps are also helpful in special conditions, e.g., when one-hour time
steps are too coarse and detailed optimizations are needed.

Romano and Kapelan [16] proposed an adaptive water demand forecasting method to support
smart water distribution systems with a near real-time management approach (up to 24 h ahead).
The authors used evolutionary ANNs to analyze water demand time series by using a data-driven and
self-learning system that was evaluated in the U.K. for a real scenario.

In [17], the authors focused on water reutilization and energy consumption reduction by providing
a water forecasting simulator. This tool was developed by using a multi-layer perceptron combined
with demand forecasting and operating simulation (for integrating multiple water resources) modules.

A least-squares Support Vector Machine (SVM) was used in [18] to predict water demand. In this
case, a teaching learning-based optimization algorithm was applied to take advantage of swarm
intelligence in the adjustment of the SVM hyperparameters.

The work in [19] proposed a water demand prediction system focused on large-scale drinking
water networks. The authors also compared several forecasting methods, namely seasonal ARIMA,
the Box-Cox statistical transformation, and SVM, and finally, several time series models were presented
(and statistically validated).

Unsupervised (time series clustering) and Supervised (SVR) machine learning techniques were
used in [20], where the authors tried to detect patterns related to urban water demand based
on the combination of these two approaches. The results obtained provided reliable short-term
(hourly) forecasts.
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In [21], the authors described a methodology to quantify, diagnose, and reduce not only structural
modeling, but also errors in predictions for water forecasting models. As an example, they claimed
that simplistic Gaussian residual assumptions were not appropriate for demand forecasting.

Bai et al. [22] followed a strategy based on the usage of Model Predictive Control (MPC) to
build a Variable Structure SVR (VS-SVR) that allows the prediction of daily urban water demand.
The promising results obtained were based on the combination of the MPC’s robustness and the
SVR’s nonlinearity.

The approach in [23] dealt with the improvement of hourly streamflow forecasting performance
by proposing a methodology for the development of ANN-based models where an enhanced learning
strategy was used. For this purpose, the authors considered several ANNs: radial basis function
network, self-organizing map, SVM, and back propagation network.

Candelieri and Archetti [24] used real data acquired from the city of Milan (considering different
sources) to test an approach for short-term prediction of water consumption. The approach was based
on a two-stage learning schema. While the first stage concerned time-series data clustering, the second
stage related to SVM for regression.

Sub-hourly, hourly, and daily water predictions were provided by the approach presented in [25].
In particular, the approach was based on coupled Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) models with data
assimilation that were tailored to be applied to three different datasets (all of them with different
quality characteristics). The results obtained provided insights about demand seasonality, more
suitable model structures, or the best sizes for the training datasets.

Unlike the previous works, in [26], the authors presented a meta-analysis to evaluate the
impact on the accuracy of the forecasting of several factors considered in different primary studies.
The results obtained could be used by decision-makers (or, in general, other professionals) to establish
adequate policies.

A new approach based on genetic expression programming (with phase space reconstruction)
was introduced in [27]. Unlike other works, random input factors were not selected, and the authors
used average mutual information in order to discern the adequate water demand lag time for phase
space reconstruction of the input factors.

The work in [28] compared the performance of different models for water demand prediction,
namely times series models, a feed-forward back-propagation neural network, and a hybrid model.
These models were compared pairwise by using the Akaike information criterion that provided an
estimation of their quality for short-term predictions.

Gagliardi et al. [29] used both homogeneous and non-homogeneous Markov chains to build
two different models for water demand forecasting. The results evidenced a better performance for
short-term predictions by the homogeneous chain, whilst the non-homogeneous one was in line with
the artificial neural networks.

In [30], Candelieri introduced an approach applied in two steps to evaluate not only urban water
demand (aggregated level), but also single customer’s information (individual level). The approach
applied time series clustering and SVM regression to deal with two different well-known problems:
urban water prediction and anomalies’ identification.

Pacchin et al. [31] proposed a model for the prediction in distribution networks of short-term
water demand. The model used a set of coefficients to forecast the water demand for the next 24 h.
These coefficients were updated whenever the prediction was calculated by using the data of the
previous 24 h of water demand. Moreover, this information was combined with the data of the same
day and time, but for previous weeks.

In the work in [32], the authors used support vector regression, as claimed as one of the best
methods for short-term water predictions. Additionally, they built a Fourier time series process that
allowed enhancing the prediction. The combination of both processes was used to build a tool that
provides several contributions, namely elimination of errors and the part of bias inherent in a fixed
regression structure whenever new time series data are incorporated into the analysis.
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Alvisi and Franchini [33] applied the Model Conditional Processor (MCP) to the water demand
forecasting problem in order to evaluate the predictive uncertainty in water networks. Based on
the application of the MCP, they were able to combine more than one forecasting model and to
obtain a probability distribution of short-term demands, which depended on the values forecasted
by each model combined. That distribution was then used to infer the future demand and predictive
uncertainty (based on its variance).

The MCP technique was used by Anele et al. [34] to evaluate the knowledge improvement
obtained by the utilization of several predictive models and, thus, being able to estimate Predictive
Uncertainty (PU) in future water demand predictions. The authors observed that MCP is suitable for
water short-term predictions due to the extraction of the PU connected to the MCP forecast obtained.
This information is of utmost importance for the estimation of risks associated with a decision made
by water distributors or administrators.

Navarrete-López et al. [35] presented a novel framework based on adapting epidemiology data
analysis methodologies to solve challenges from water utility management. They showed several
reduction tools for time series analyses based on a Symbolic Approximate (SAX) coding technique
able to solve simple datasets. The authors tested their approach with datasets from a Brazilian water
utility, providing key knowledge for enhancing water management and hydraulic operation of the
distribution system. They concluded that SAX is able to: (i) extract regular consumption patterns,
(ii) support anomaly detection, and (iii) work with long time series, as well as be an accurate framework
for computing similarities.

As we have seen, a number of approaches have been widely used for forecasting; however,
the inclusion of several seasonalities is quite cumbersome, and the fitting horizons are not very large.
In turn, we propose the application of pattern similarity-based techniques [4–6] to the water demand
forecasting problem. The main reason for selecting these techniques is their ability to cope with the
aforementioned difficulties simultaneously: they remove the need to determine the annual seasonality
by constructing the input and output patterns in which the series has been normalized, and at the
same time, since the considered signal segments encompass a full day, the forecast horizon is 24 h.

Other authors have faced a similar forecast horizon length problem using two different approaches,
which are in some sense similar to the one we will consider in this work. For example, the αβ Water
Demand Forecast (αβ-WDF) introduced in [31] uses a moving window of three weeks to obtain average
parameters for similar days (based on the day of week) giving a forecast horizon of 24 h, regardless
of the data sample frequency. Another approach given in [36] used a generalized regression neural
network (see [37]), which makes use of Gaussian radial basis functions to approximate a target function
in multidimensional spaces (i.e., directly providing the whole forecasting horizon as an output).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data sites used in our tests
and the preprocessing procedure carried out before starting the data analysis. In addition, Section 2
presents the forecasting pattern-based methodology, including the input/output patterns and the
confidence bounds. In Section 3, the results are presented together with a discussion, in which we will
compare the results obtained by our method to the last two methods mentioned above (αβ-WDF and
GRNN). Finally, the conclusions and future work are outlined in Section 4.

2. Material and Methods

The main goal of this section is to present the different locations that were used in the study (all
of them with different features), as well as the method used to preprocess the data before performing
our analysis. Moreover, the section includes the description of several concepts related to the study,
such as the trends of seasonalities, the input/output patterns, and the proposed algorithm.
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2.1. Data Locations

The three different locations that were used in this study were all managed by the same water
company, which carried out the measurements of data at the beginning of the pipe network for those
three sites.

• Location 1: Manufacturing (industrial) site:

This first location was characterized by the presence of many factories and industrial companies
and the lack of water supply to domestic end-users. As usually, this site was located at the
outskirts of the city.

• Location 2: Downtown site:

The second site was located in the very center of the city with many shops and high apartment
buildings where thousands of families live. In other words, this area maintained a high number
of end-users since the population density was really high.

• Location 3: Residential (suburb) site:

The third area was located in a suburb of the city where most homes are single-family or low-rise
and, thus, the number of water supply domestic end-users was not very high due to a low
population density. However, it is worth remarking that a great proportion of the homes located
in this area contained private backyards, which usually implies a significant impact on the water
usage pattern.

In all sites, the data time series spanned from 1 January 2014–19 September 2016, with a one-minute
sampling frequency, accounting for more than 1,428,900 measurements at each site. The measurements
performed in each area and time stamp were composed by the minimum, maximum, and average
flows (in L/min), as the data example described in Table 1 shows. These data correspond to the
the first six measurements for the manufacturing area. The column timestampprovides the local
time (CET). This column also shows +01 or +02 for specifying the differences from Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC).

Table 1. Structure of the raw data from the industrial site (first six measurements).

Industrial Site

timestamp average maximum minimum

2014-01-01 00:00:00+01 3.278 4.031 2.919
2014-01-01 00:01:00+01 3.591 5.064 3.049
2014-01-01 00:02:00+01 4.875 5.352 4.518
2014-01-01 00:03:00+01 4.263 5.074 3.475
2014-01-01 00:04:00+01 3.966 5.004 3.406
2014-01-01 00:05:00+01 3.771 4.031 3.188

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

2.2. Data Preprocessing

Before applying the data analysis that will be described later, a data preprocessing approach (see
Table 2) was needed. Concretely, this approach included different data cleaning and repairing tasks
so that the data were not only reconstructed, but were also used to infer new features. This process
is not presented here since the whole data cleaning approach was described in [38]. Based on this
data cleaning approach, we considered that the time series used in the analysis had been previously
repaired and the data were complete. Nevertheless, for the sake of speeding up the modeling process,
a basic cleaning approach based on the utilization of two threshold values was used. In that sense,
any flow value higher or lower than the upper and lower thresholds, respectively, was not considered,
and a NA (Not Available) value was assigned instead. Notice that 100 L/min and 0.05 L/min were
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initially considered as the upper and lower thresholds, respectively, since after a close exploratory data
analysis, it was observed that values above and below those thresholds were, in most cases, due to
flawed measurements.

Table 2. Structure of the preprocessed data from the industrial site (first six measurements).

Industrial Site

average time weekday

3.278 2014-01-0100:00:00 Wednesday
3.591 2014-01-01 00:01:00 Wednesday
4.875 2014-01-01 00:02:00 Wednesday
4.263 2014-01-01 00:03:00 Wednesday
3.966 2014-01-01 00:04:00 Wednesday
3.771 2014-01-01 00:05:00 Wednesday
· · · · · · · · ·

2.3. Trends and Seasonalities

The pattern-based forecasting method used in this work is usually applied when time series
based on seasonalities are considered, e.g., data with daily and weekly patterns. While the former
refers to the daily variation in the series, the latter concerns the similar patterns that signals may follow
over different weeks according to the week day (e.g., every Monday, the consumption may follow a
pattern due to specific reasons).

Note that seasonalities may be considered according to different patterns: (i) every weekday
may follow a particular pattern; (ii) there may be differences in those patterns between work
(Monday–Friday) or weekend days (Saturday and Sunday); (iii) different patterns may be identified
for the first or last days of the week, and so on.

For the sake of simplicity, for the algorithm development, the most restrictive pattern distribution
was considered in this work, i.e., each day of the week follows a different pattern (as is shown in
Section 3.1).

Based on the concepts of the seasonal part (St), trend (Tt), and random remainder (Rt), a time
series xt may be described as their sum as follows:

xt = St + Tt + Rt.

This decomposition of xt into those parts is commonly used for time series analysis since it
provides knowledge about the signal structure. In particular, seasonal trend decomposition based
on Loess(Locally Estimated Scatterplot Smoothing), also known as STLdecomposition, is one of the
standard implementations for the additive seasonal decomposition [39].

In our analysis, we used the STL decomposition in order to determine the main seasonalities
present in our signals, which is of paramount importance in the implementation of the proposed
algorithm, as will be seen later.

2.4. Input/Output Patterns

In [4–6], Grzegorz Dudek described a procedure for short-term electric load forecasts.
This procedure has been used as the basis for our work, and we will describe it below. As a general
rule, we will use boldface Latin letters to denote vectors and regular Latin letters to denote scalars.
The method is based on the split of the water flow time series into daily segments Fi:

Fi = Fi,t, i = 1, . . . , N; t = 1, . . . , n,

where N represents the number of days in the series, and the observations per day are represented by
n. For instance, n would be 1440 for a sampling frequency of one minute.
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Note that each Fi is included in a day class δ ∈ {Monday, Tuesday, . . . , Sunday}. Holidays and
other abnormal days are not considered by the approach. Exogenous variables such as weather
conditions are not taken into account by the model either. That would imply building additional
models to correct the water flow forecast obtained by the base model when those exogenous variables
are considered.

First, for each daily segment Fi, a normalized signal xi, which will be called the input pattern (or
query pattern), is defined as follows:

xi,t =
Fi,t − Fi√

∑n
l=1(Fi,l − Fi)2

, t = 1, . . . , n, (1)

where Fi denotes the average value of the water flow at day i. Notice that from Equation (1), we know
that vectors xi are normalized, and they all have zero mean and the same variance.

Next, a second transformation over the original signal is performed. This second normalized
signal yi, called the output pattern, is defined by:

yi,t =
Fi,t+τ − Fi√

∑n
l=1(Fi,l − Fi)2

, t = 1, . . . , n. (2)

where τ represents the forecasting horizon. The output pattern relates the values of the water flow on
a day i with the future values of the water flow, represented by the terms Fi,t+τ . The objective will be
to obtain an estimation ŷi for the output pattern. From such estimation, the value of the water flow for
day i and time t + τ, F̂i,t+τ , can be obtained from Equation (2):

F̂i,t+τ = ŷi,t

√
n

∑
l=1

(Fi,l − Fi)2 + Fi. (3)

Although different options are feasible in our approach, we usually apply a forecasting horizon
of one day (τ = 1440) for making the predictions, and therefore, F̂i+1,t = F̂i,t+τ .

2.5. Applied Algorithm

Figures 1 and 2 summarize the water flow forecast procedure presented here. This procedure has
the following steps:

1. Based on Equations (1) and (2), the original time series is mapped to patterns x and y.
2. Assume we are at the ith day, and we want to make a forecast for the next (i + 1th) day.
3. Taking as input the data in the history record, the k-nearest neighbors of the query pattern xi

are selected among days of the same class (same day of the week) so that the next day is not
an atypical one (such as holiday). In particular, given the query pattern xi corresponding to a
weekday of class ωi (from Monday–Sunday), we define the set:

Ni = {xj : ωj = ωi},

where ωj is the weekday class of day j. Now, we compute the Euclidean distances:

dj = ‖xj − xi‖ =

√√√√1440

∑
t=1

(xj,t − xi,t)2 ∀j such that xj ∈ Ni,
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and then reorder the indexes j so the Euclidean distances are increasing, i.e., dj1 ≤ dj2 ≤ . . ..
Finally, we define the set of indexes of the k-nearest neighbors as:

Θ(xi) = {ji, . . . , jk}.

4. The estimate ŷi is calculated by:

ŷi =
1
k ∑

j∈Θ(xi)

yj, (4)

where Θ(xi) represents the index set of the k x-patterns nearest to the query pattern xi that were
obtained by the previous step.

5. Equation (3) is used to transform ŷi and to obtain the water flow estimate F̂i+1.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the pattern-similarity method.
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Y pattern decoding
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Pattern search - 
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Original time series
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Flow Estimation

X-Y pattern encoding

Preprocessing

Y pattern estimation

Step 2

Figure 2. Flow-chart of the algorithm applied.

2.6. Confidence Bounds

In order to measure the variability of the estimation due to random fluctuations, some confidence
bounds must be calculated together with the estimation F̂i+1.

Notice that the water flow estimation for a concrete day is a linear transformation of the estimated
y pattern for that day, according to Equation (3). Then, the estimation for the y pattern, for a given day
i and a given hour t (within day i), is obtained by using Equation (4):

ŷi,t =
1
k ∑

j∈Θ(xi)

yj,t, t = 1, . . . , 1440.

Considering that this estimation provides a mean value, for each t = 1, . . . , 1440, a given
confidence interval for the mean 1− α may be obtained:

Ii+1,t = F̂i+1,t ± T∗α
Si+1,t√

k

√
n

∑
l=1

(Fi,l − Fi)2, t = 1, . . . , 1440, (5)

where α is the confidence level, T∗α denotes the two-tailed α critical value for Student’s t-distribution
with k− 1 degrees of freedom, and S2

i+1,t denotes the sample variance of the k values used for the
calculation of ŷi,t:

S2
i+1,t =

1
k− 1 ∑

j∈Θ(xi)

(yj,t − yt)
2, t = 1, . . . , 1440,

with:
yt =

1
k ∑

j∈Θ(xi)

yj,t t = 1, . . . , 1440.
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3. Results and Discussion

This section firstly describes the details about the algorithm’s application and its main parameters,
as well as the goodness of fit measures considered. Secondly, the results obtained are presented
and discussed.

3.1. Algorithm Application and Parameters

A simple exploratory analysis of the average water flows for each day of the week (see the
Appendix A) allows us to infer that for the manufacturing area, four different patterns may be
distinguished: Monday–Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. On the other hand, in the downtown
area, two patterns could be observed: work days (Monday–Friday) and weekends (Saturday–Sunday).
Finally, for the residential area, we found far more irregular patterns. Thus, for the sake of simplicity,
for the development of the algorithm, we considered the most restrictive pattern distribution
(residential area) with a different pattern for each day of the week.

An STL decomposition for a sample month, created with R [40], is presented in Figure 3. Observe
that two different seasonalities are represented in this decomposition: one with a 24-hour period and
the other one with a seven-day period. While the former provides insights into the daily water flow
cycle pattern, the latter does the same with respect to the weekly pattern, clearly separating the weekly
pattern into two main groups: Monday–Friday and Saturday–Sunday cycles. Observe also that some
oscillations are present in the remainder. These oscillations give grounds to be considered as additional
information instead of simple white noise. In other words, a new STL decomposition over the signal
remainder could be carried out to search for other seasonalities.

remainder

Weekly signal

Daily signal

Original signal

Mar 31 Apr 07 Apr 14 Apr 21 Apr 28

Mar 31 Apr 07 Apr 14 Apr 21 Apr 28
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Figure 3. One-month STL(seasonal trend decomposition based on Locally Estimated Scatterplot
Smoothing (LOESS)) decomposition. The different plots show, from top to bottom, the original signal
(raw data), the seasonal (both daily and weekly), and the remainder components.
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Concerning holidays, it is obvious that completely different patterns are found for such days.
However, the inclusion of a holiday pattern into a model based on periodicities is not easy and
cumbersome to implement since holidays’ distribution varies every year, and it is beyond the scope of
this work.

The algorithm was applied in a wide range of days: all the days from 15 February 2014 to
18 September 2016. The first measurements were not used for the algorithm since they were needed
as historical data for the application of the k-nearest neighbors approach. In particular, seven weeks
of historical data were used due to us searching for the five nearest neighbors (see the details below).
The parameters that were used for the three locations considered in the study were the next: (i) number
of nearest neighbors: k = 5 for all years; (ii) the threshold limits: min = 0.05 L/min, max = 100 L/min;
and (iii) the confidence level for the confidence band estimation: 90% (i.e., α = 0.1).

It is worth remarking about the importance of the number of neighbors parameter. On the one
hand, a small value of this parameter may produce a pattern that is not representative enough for
a true pattern of the forecasted day; however, on the other hand, a too high value could cause the
neighbors to be “far away” from the query pattern, and the days considered for the estimation could
be very different.

3.2. Goodness of Fit Measures

The Goodness of Fit (GoF) parameters that were used in the study for evaluating the approach’s
performance are the following:

1. MAPE (Mean Average Percentage Error): The MAPE for the estimation on day i is defined as:

MAPEi =
1

1440

1440

∑
t=1

∣∣F̂i,t − Fi,t
∣∣

Fi,t
× 100.

2. RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error): The RMSE for the estimation on day i is defined as:

RMSEi =

√√√√ 1
1440

1440

∑
t=1

(
F̂i,t − Fi,t

)2.

3. FOB (Fraction Out of Bounds): The FOB for the estimation on day i is defined as:

FOBi =
NOBi

NIBi + NOBi
,

where NIBi denotes the number of measurements on day i inside the confidence band Ii and
NOBi is the number of measurements that lie outside this confidence band.

Notice that the MAPE measure of prediction is a widely-accepted GoF indicator in this type
of forecasting approach. Nevertheless, it also presents some weaknesses for those cases where
measurements are close to zero (very low). Those cases may generate MAPE values greater than 100%.
These situations are frequent in our study since the water flow measurements in the first hours of the
day are really low in contrast to the measurements obtained in the maximum demand hours where the
water flow values are much higher. Thus, the high values obtained for the MAPE parameter during
the low flow times influence the daily average to result in values much greater than those that the
goodness of the fit would suggest after an eye-based inspection.

RMSE is an indicator (as an absolute measure) of the deviation of the forecasted value with respect
to the actual one. In other words, high values for this parameter denote a high discrepancy between
prediction and observation. However, low values for this parameter do not signify a concordance
between the model and measurement, especially for low water flow values.
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Finally, the FOB parameter provides an overall measure of the pattern followed by a particular
day of a concrete class (day of the week) in order to identify what should be considered a typical day
of the class.

3.3. Results

Figure 4 provides a general view of the three GoF parameters values obtained for the three
locations considered in this study. We may observe that small global values were obtained for all of
them. In particular, in 75% of the cases, the predictions provided values for FOB, MAPE, and RMSE
lower than 0.20, 39%, and 7.86 L/min, respectively, for the manufacturing area; values lower than 0.21,
50%, and 1.80 L/min for the downtown location; and lower than 0.25, 41%, and 5.82 L/min for the
residential site (see Table 3).

Table 3. The 75% quantile for the Goodness of Fit (GoF) parameters at the three sites over the entire
period. FOB, Fraction Out of Bounds.

Site
GoF

FOB (Ratio) MAPE (%) RMSE (L/min)

Industrial 0.20 39 7.86
Downtown 0.21 50 1.80

Suburbs 0.25 41 5.82

Obviously, for the cases where parameters took higher values, a deeper analysis would be needed
to determine the reasons (although the errors presented small values in the overall outcomes). For this
purpose, daily values were considered and represented in scatter plots, where they were classified into
three different categories: good, regular, and bad (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Distributions of the values of the goodness of fit parameters FOB, MAPE, and RMSE at the
three site (downtown, industrial site, and suburb) over the entire period of study, 2014–2016.
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Figure 5. Daily values of the FOB (top plot), MAPE, and RMSE (middle plot) at the three sites from
2014 (inner circles) to 2016 (outer circles). The values are gathered into three different categories: good
(green shading), regular (yellow shading), and bad (red shading), depending on the values taken by
the GoF measure. For FOB, the categories are respectively defined by the intervals [0, 0.2), [0.2, 0.5),
and [0.5,+∞); for MAPE, the categories are defined by [0, 20%), [20, 50%), and [50%,+∞); and for
RMSE, the intervals defining the categories are (units in L/min) [0, 5), [5, 15), and [15,+∞).

3.4. Discussion

Based on the accurate results obtained in the general cases by the forecasting method applied
here, we concluded that the method was suitable for water flow daily predictions. However, there
were also some predictions where the values obtained were not so close to the actual measurements or
that behaved worse than we expected. These concrete situations are discussed here.
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For the manufacturing location, as was expected, the days where patterns were more difficult
to identify and, thus, to forecast, were Sundays (see Figure 6a), since we observed more than one
pattern for this kind of day. This trend was not observed for Saturdays, which, surprisingly, followed
a common pattern. Considering this situation, we used the preceding Saturday X pattern for each
Sunday and searched for the k-nearest neighbors of that Saturday pattern. Due to the similarity of all
the patterns, independently of the corresponding Y pattern (for the next Sunday), we observed that in
many cases, the k Y patterns obtained were almost random. Based on this observation, we concluded
that it did not reflect the characteristic Y pattern for that day mainly due to the fact that there were
several different potential Y patterns related to a given X pattern.

We also identified some problems when anomalous days were considered, e.g., holidays.
Concretely, in those situations where the forecasted day, the day before or the day after, was a holiday,
we observed that the forecasting approach presented some limitations for obtaining predictions. This
problem was also replicated even if those days were not holidays, but an anomalous day followed one
of the k-nearest neighbors considered for the X pattern for the query day. The results obtained in those
cases were also distorted by that anomalous day (see Figure 6b).

Finally, and confirming our initial intuition, we observed that better measurements produced
more accurate forecasts. Notice that gaps in measurements for a particular day may introduce errors
and mispredictions for the algorithm (see Figure 6c), even though these gaps may be modeled as NAs
(days with Non-Available data). These kinds of days should be also considered as anomalous days
and flagged so that they are not included in the forecasting approach.

Regarding the downtown area, it was the location where more accurate results were obtained.
This is mainly due to the high number of people that live in this area, composed of high buildings in the
very center of the city considered. Note that the water flow time series for that area were regularized
because of the great number of inhabitants making use of the water supply at the same time (see
Appendix A Figure A1). This area provided two patterns according to the different days of the week
(work days or weekends), though they looked even similar. Based on these patterns and the regularity
of the signal, the results obtained denote that the forecasting procedure was even more reliable in this
area. This assumption is also confirmed by the GoF parameters that provided good results in general,
except for MAPE. However, as previously mentioned, this parameter was not considered because of
the flaws when values close to zero were measured.

Nevertheless, for the downtown location, we also identified some anomalous situations in the
predictions mainly based on the misbehavior of the time series. For example, a high frequency random
component that overlapped the signal was observed 19 November 2015 (see Figure 6d). Due to this
random fluctuation, the FOB value was increased to 0.51 (red flag). However, thanks to the pattern
followed by the forecasted and measured values, which were similar, the original signal was well
predicted. This is the reason why RMSE remained small (RMSE = 2.8 L/min) even though FOB
was high.

Finally, the location with the worst results for the forecasting approach was the residential area.
This also confirmed our initial intuition, since: (i) the area was composed by many single-family houses
with gardens; (ii) it is not a big area, and the number of concurrent water supply users (hundreds) is
smaller than for the other two locations (e.g., thousand of end users in case of the downtown area).
Both reasons make the consumption of each domestic user have an important weight in the signal,
and so for the variance. The final result is a highly irregular time series where we may observe,
for instance, that no regular patterns are followed for the same week in different years, e.g., 8–14 July
for 2014, 2015, and 2016 in Figure A2. In other words, regular patterns may not be foreseen.

Although fairly good overall results were obtained for this area, the main characteristic of these
signals remained highly unpredictable since their distribution were mainly random, due to sudden
peaks in the water flow.
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Figure 6. Examples of troublesome signals. In (a), the forecasted day was on Sunday, 12 April 2015,
for the industrial site. For this site, Saturdays were very similar, and Sundays differed depending on
other factors (e.g., the time of the year). This led to an improper forecasting since the k Saturdays closest
to 11 April 2015 were not followed by Sundays similar to the forecasted day. In (b), the forecast was for
Monday, 2 November 2015, for the industrial site. This day was a holiday. In this case, since the day
before was a Sunday, the predicted values were the average of k normal Mondays, which obviously
had a very different behavior. In (c), the effect of missing data in both the prediction and query days is
visible. When there were missing data in the query day, since only the remaining data were considered,
the neighbors were improperly obtained, and thus, one might obtain a misleading neighbor, which
would yield erroneous forecasting results. When data are missing for the forecasting day, there cannot
be accurate predictions. In (d), the forecasting for the downtown site on 19 November 2015 is depicted.
The water flow measurements showed a very large random component, which greatly increased its
variance. However, the general pattern of the series was well predicted.

To illustrate this situation, Figure 7 represents two different days obtained by the forecasting
approach: 21 and 22 October 2014, which were flagged as “green” and “red”, respectively, in the FOP
plot (see Figure 5). Although these forecasts seem similar in quality, in the former, the peaks keep
inside the confidence bands, whilst, in the latter, they fall outside these bands. This caused differences
in the FOB for similar predictions even though the RMSE values obtained were very small for both
cases (4.39 L/min and 5.08 L/min, respectively).

An important conclusion provided by the study is that there is no need for estimating the annual
seasonality when the pattern similarity algorithm is used. This is due to the signal normalization
procedure (obtaining the X-Y patterns), which deseaonalizes time series. Thus, this is an interesting
contribution of the method.

Notice also that the pattern similarity algorithm may be easily implemented, and it is not time
consuming. In particular, filtering the training data is the step that requires more time since they
represent all the same days of the week in the historical record as the query day. Moreover, this filter
must also consider anomalous days, i.e., neither the query day, nor the next one are holidays. This part
of the algorithm is handled by database processing languages (e.g., SQL) that make it possible to
accelerate the process.
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Figure 7. Comparison of two forecasts for the suburban site. The first one (left plot) was flagged as
“green” in the FOB plot (FOB = 0.08), while the second (right plot) was flagged as “red” (FOB = 0.51).
The grey band represents the 10% pointwise confidence bands.

Moreover, we observed that when proper data were available (a high volume of historical data
and with good quality), the forecasts obtained for the water flow of a particular day provided good
predictions of the future behavior of that kind of day (see Figure 8). These good results were not altered
even when the query day had small segments of missing data, since we observed that the method
still behaved robustly in dealing with those anomalies. This keeps the algorithm from generating
false alarms.

Finally, as the pattern-similarity method is based on forecasting the future water flow based on
obtaining knowledge from past similar situations, the predictions will be even more accurate as the
historical database increases in size. In other words, the more the algorithm is used in the future,
the better results it will obtain.
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Figure 8. Example of a good forecast for the downtown site. The grey band represents the 10%
pointwise confidence band.
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3.5. Comparison with Previous Work

As has been stated in the Introduction, the main problem we faced was coping with a forecast
horizon, which although it may seem short (in engineering terms, it was just a one-day ahead forecast),
the high sampling frequency of the data (one-minute frequency) compelled us to discard some classical
time series forecasting methods. For example, a direct ARIMA is absolutely unfeasible because it is
well known that ARIMA models work well when the order of the auto-regressive term is not very large.
Since our time series contained two principal seasonalities that were weekly and annual, one-minute
frequency data would yield ARIMA orders of 10,800 (in the best case). Another approach that could
overcome this difficulty while sticking to the ARIMA methodology is using Fourier regression to fit the
seasonal parts of the data and to model the residuals with an ARIMA. However, the problem would
be that in order to fit the annual seasonality correctly, we would need at least one year of data to be fit
and then use this huge historical data to feed the ARIMA. We found this approach to be prohibitive
computationally expensive.

Other classical options are neural networks. For time series forecasting, recurrent neural networks
such as long-short-term memory NNs and gated recurrent units NNs, which were originally designed
for sequential data (e.g., speech recognition and natural language processing), have also been used for
time series forecasting. However, their use for arbitrarily large forecast horizons has been quite limited.

This section shows a comparison of the Short-Term Pattern Similarity (STPS) technique used here
with other similar approaches that also allowed the same forecast horizon at a reasonable computational
price. Concretely, αβ Water Demand Forecast (αβ-WDF) [31] and Generalized Regression Neural
Network (GRNN) [6] approaches were analyzed.

As was mentioned in Section 1, αβ-WDF relies on a moving window of three weeks used
to obtain average parameters for similar days (based on the day of the week). In other words,
the approach provides predictions from one, two, and three earlier weeks. In that sense, this approach
has similarities to STPS in terms of the calculations of average patterns based on the same days of the
week. However, unlike the αβ-WDF approach that just considers three weeks before as the available
window, the method presented here uses the k nearest neighbors of the query pattern obtained from
the data in the historical record.

On the other hand, the GRNN approach has similarities to STPS with respect to data
preprocessing [36] since: firstly, it is also based on the X-Y pattern similarity that allows removing
seasonal components; secondly, it also applies the nearest k-neighbors technique. However, it also
presents differences with respect to our approach, namely it uses a neural network with an intermediate
layer with a single neuron and weights based on radial basis functions. This approach also provides
an average of certain Y patterns as the results, but with weights provided by a Gaussian kernel [36].

Feed-forward neural networks or long-short-term memory networks are other examples of
forecasting approaches based on ANNs that have been recently developed. However, these approaches
could not be compared with that presented here since 24 h is commonly claimed to be a short-term
period for a forecast, whilst the number of predicted values for high frequency data series was really
high (1440). Thus, the application of an ANN approach in our study would require a 1440-node output
layer and hidden and input layers with also a high number of nodes. This kind of network would
require a huge amount of training data.

For performing this comparison with the related approaches, all the data from 2015 were taken
into account, since the historical record was complete for that year. Then, MAPE and RMSE error
parameters introduced in [31] were calculated. The reason for using these two values is that the MAPE
value may become really high due to: (i) each day having a high number of predicted values (1400)
and (ii) the water demand being almost null in some periods of the day. Thus, the RMSE was also used
since it may provide adequate values to determine the prediction accuracy in such situations.

Finally, Figure 9 shows a comparison among the measured and predicted values for the different
approaches considered here. These values were obtained for a randomly picked day (1 June 2015) and
for the downtown area. Similarly, Figure 10 compares the MAPE and RMSE values obtained for the
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three scenarios and for each approach. Note that those approaches that presented better results were
STPS and GRNN, whilst αβ-WDF provided poorer predictions for the three locations.
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Figure 9. Forecasting for the downtown site for Wednesday, 1 June 2015. The red line denotes
the measured values, the green line the predicted values by the αβ-WDF (Water Demand Forecast)
approach, the blue line the prediction of GRNN (Generalized Regression Neural Network), and the
violet line the predicted values by our approach (STPS, Short-Term Pattern Similarity).
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Figure 10. Boxplot of the goodness of fit parameter comparison among the αβ-WDF, GRNN, and STPS
approaches for the three measured sites.
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4. Conclusions and Future Work

As has been shown in the study, an accurate forecast of time series relies heavily on the regularity
of the signals. The more regular a signal is, the easier it will be to predict. Flow measurements in water
pipes are an example of time series that, in principle, show regular patterns because they depend on
human activity, which is highly regular. However, this regularity is formed by the overlapping of
several periodic signals of different periods; most importantly, the daily, weekly, and annual periods.

Classical statistical tools for time series analysis have been widely used for forecasting this class
of time series. However, as has been mentioned in the paper, the inclusion of several seasonalities is
quite cumbersome, and the fitting horizons are not very large.

Pattern similarity techniques, such as the one presented here, cope with these two difficulties at
the same time; they remove the need to determine the annual seasonality by constructing the X and
Y patterns in which the series has been normalized, and at the same time, since the signal segments
considered encompassed a full day, the forecast horizon was 24 h.

Although the results obtained in the work were quite convincing and promising, there were some
drawbacks that we would like to handle in the future. Avoiding the problems with anomalous days,
namely holidays and abnormal days, is the first issue to be considered. Holidays can be handled as
long as the historical record contains enough data to construct training sets from which to obtain the
nearest neighbors. In the case of abnormal days, they could be flagged as anomalous, once they have
been identified, and they may be removed from the possible training subsets in the forecasting of
other days.

For those locations where there is not regularity in the signal (e.g., the residential area in this
study), the approach could also consider shorter prediction windows, e.g., 4–6 h. However, this
hypothesis still needs further work in order to be deeply analyzed.

Moreover, it is noteworthy that the method proposed here allows us to determine in advance
what a standard day would look like, given the information of the current day. This would be very
helpful for detecting anomalies, such as water leaks, in the water distribution network. Future work
would be to couple the water flow time series with the water pressure time series in order to design a
water leak detection algorithm, which, combined with the high frequency data available, would allow
us to detect and repair water leaks swiftly. This, in a country like Spain, where the concern for the use
and saving of water is increasing and where the problems derived from the lack of water and droughts
are seemingly going to be aggravated in the coming years, would represent a remarkable advance.

Finally, we plan to apply the approach to other cities where collaborations have been maintained
based on the project that this research is framed on, e.g., Leeuwarden (Holland), Reading (United
Kingdom), or Lille (France).
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Appendix A

This section presents some supplementary information related to the study presented.
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Figure A1. Mean flow vs. day of the week. For each of the three sites, the average for each minute of
each weekday is plotted.
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Figure A2. Comparison of the same week of April over the three sampled years (2014, 2015, and 2016)
for the suburb site.
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